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Equities: European stocks have opened in a mixed fashion this
morning, the EuroStoxx50 index currently down about 0.3% after
some mixed Services and Manufacturing PMI results earlier today.
Germany's DAX40 index is currently up by 0.2% on Monday. We
expect to see relatively low levels of volatility throughout the day, US
markets are set to remain closed for the Presidents Day bank
holiday, many traders will remain away from their desks. Risk assets
should be supported by the news that Biden and Putin are due to
begin talks soon. The VIX closed at $27.75 on Friday evening.

Bonds: US Treasury yields across the board have stabilised over the past
week or two, moving sideways to slightly lower in recent sessions as focus
shifts from Federal Reserve tightening to a possible war in Ukraine.
Market expectations of a 50bp rate hike from the Fed next month have
cooled off, in part because of the heightened geopolitical uncertainties -
market participants are now pricing in an 83% chance of a 25bp hike.
Yields in Europe took a step lower last week on the back of safe-haven
demand. Germany's 2yr bond is now yielding -0.45%, undoing over half of
its sharp move higher from early-February. The region's 10yr yield has
edged lower to 0.21%, notably still in positive territory.Commodities: Oil prices are pulling back slightly on Monday as

traders attempted to balance the probable summit between Biden
and Putin, with the prospects of a nuclear deal between Iran and
world powers. This deal would increase the possibility of Iran's oil
exports returning to the global markets.
WTI Crude at $89.94, Brent at $91.18, both about 6% off their multi-
year highs seen one week ago.

Currencies: FX markets are not expected to see any major volatility today,
especially in the Dollar pairs, as the US stays shut for a long weekend. USD
did weaken this morning however, as risk sentiment improved slightly after
the Biden-Putin talks announcement. EUR/USD is currently 0.35% stronger
to 1.136, GBP/USD similarly higher to 1.363.
Dollar traders will begin to turn their attention to the US GDP figure due
out on Thursday and US Core PCE inflation figure on Friday.

While the emerging threat of military conflict in eastern Europe has
overshadowed many other market concerns recently, data releases such as
US GDP and inflation this week will still be in the minds of investors.
This morning we saw mixed results in terms of Services and Manufacturing
PMIs from the Eurozone and UK. The Euro nations collectively registered a
58.4 result for Manufacturing in February, slightly below forecasts for 58.4,
while the services figure came in at 55.8 ahead of 52.3 forecasts. The UK
saw a 57.3 result for manufacturing (vs 57.2) and 60.8 for services (vs 55.6).
Tuesday and Wednesday will be relatively quiet, the US will however release
its February PMIs (tomorrow afternoon). 
On Thursday we are due to get the US fourth-quarter GDP result, the region
is estimated to see q/q growth of 7.1%. Friday's main release will likely be
the US' Core PCE inflation result, expected at 0.5% m/m and 5.1% y/y for
January.
In terms of fourth-quarter earnings this week, tomorrow we are due to hear
from Home Depot, Medtronic, and HSBC, followed later in the week by
Alibaba, Berkshire Hathaway, Moderna, eBay, RBC, and some smaller names.
Separately, we also note that Donald Trump's new social media app 'Truth
Social' is due to be released today, watch this space.

Looking Ahead

Ukraine Latest
US President Joe Biden and Russia's Vladimir Putin have agreed in principle
to hold a summit on the Ukraine crisis, the office of French President
Macron said this morning. These talks will only be held on the condition
that Russia does not invade Ukraine.
Russia and Belarus over the weekend said that massive joint military drills
will not end, as was planned for yesterday. Russia has also stated that its
forces will remain in Belarus (which shares a large border with Ukraine)
indefinitely. Moscow has reportedly now amassed about 190,000 troops on
Ukraine's borders.
Yesterday we saw US Secretary of State Anthony Blinken tell CNN that
diplomacy is still possible and he is still scheduled to meet with Russian
counterparts over the coming days.
More to come on the Russia-Ukraine situation over the next few days.

21/02/2022 - European PMIs
21/02/2022 - US Bank Holiday
24/02/2022 - US GDP
25/02/2022 - US Core PCE inflation
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